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query string q, determine if there is a string in S within Hamming distane dof q.To date, no eÆient solutions are known for this problem for arbitrary n;mand d. Dolev et al. [3,4℄ and Greene, Parnas and Yao [6℄ made some progresson the problem for the ase when d is large. Manber and Wu [8℄ onsideredappliations to password seurity and spellheking of large �les.The theoretial study of the problem for small d was started by Yao andYao [12℄, who onsidered the ase d = 1 and presented a sheme in thebit probe model that uses spae O(mn logm) bits and queries requiringO(m log logn) bit probes. Brodal and G�asienie [1℄ onsidered the problemfor the ase d = 1 in the standard unit-ost RAM model with logarithmiword size, and presented a data struture of size O(mn) words supporting1-queries in O(m) memory aesses.In this paper, we also onsider the ase d = 1. We give a sheme proving thefollowing result.Theorem 1 In a ell probe model with word size m, a data struture existsthat ahieves query time O(1) using spae O(n logm). It an be onstruted inrandomized expeted time O(nm).Translated to the bit probe model, this yields a query time O(m) and spaeO(mn logm) sheme. Our sheme improves the query time of Yao and Yao bya fator O(log logn). Our sheme an be implemented on a standard unit-ostRAM whih is not true for the data struture of Yao and Yao sine it is provedin the bit probe model. It is unknown if the data struture of Yao and Yaoan be implemented on a standard unit-ost RAM or in the ell probe modelwith word size m suh that queries are supported in time O(log logn) [12℄.The model of omputation we use is the ell probe model with word size mde�ned in [11℄. In this model, eah word is assumed to be m bits long. Thespae used by a sheme is measured as the number of words used by the storingsheme. The query algorithm answers queries by making adaptive ell probesand time is ounted as the number of ell probes made by the query algorithm.The bit probe model is a ell probe model with word size 1.2 The shemeTo desribe our sheme, we will make use of the following results by Dietzfel-binger [2℄ and Jaobs and van Emde Boas [7℄.
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Theorem 2 (Dietzfelbinger) Given a set S of n binary strings eah of mbits in a ell probe model with word size m, there exists a data struture usingO(n) ells that supports membership queries of S in time O(1). The onstru-tion time of the data struture is randomized expeted O(n).The result of Dietzfelbinger is a simpli�ation of the data struture of Fred-man, Koml�os and Szemeredi [5℄. It eliminates the requirement for knowing aprime in the range [2m :: 2m+1℄. In the following we refer to the data strutureof Theorem 2 as a FKS data struture.De�nition 3 A funtion h : f0; 1; : : : ; ` � 1g ! f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g is perfetfor S � f0; 1; : : : ; ` � 1g if h is 1-1 on S. A family H is an (`; n; k)-familyof perfet hash funtions if for all S � f0; 1; : : : ; `� 1g of size n, there is anh 2 H that is perfet for S.The question of representing eÆiently families of perfet hash funtions iswell studied. Shmidt and Siegel [10℄ desribed a (2m; n; O(n))-family of per-fet hash funtions where eah hash funtion an be represented by �(n +logm) bits. Jaobs and van Emde Boas [7℄ gave a simpler solution requiringO(n log logn + logm) bits in the standard unit-ost RAM model augmentedwith multipliative arithmeti, that suÆes for our purposes. The onstru-tion in [7℄ makes repeated use of the data struture in [5℄ where some primesare assumed to be known. By replaing the appliations of [5℄ by appliationsof [2℄, the randomized onstrution time in Theorem 4 follows immediately.Theorem 4 (Jaobs and van Emde Boas) There is a (2m; n; O(n))-familyof perfet hash funtions H suh that any hash funtion h 2 H an be repre-sented in �(n log logn + logm) bits and evaluated in O(1) time. The perfethash funtion an be onstruted in randomized expeted O(n) time.Our sheme is based on the following simple idea: If the query string exatlymathes with one of the strings in S, then a FKS data struture an be usedto hek this eÆiently. If the query string di�ers from some string in S by asingle bit, then it is suÆient to �nd suh a bit position. We use the Jaobs-van Emde Boas sheme to do this. Given the bit position, we an then ip thisbit in the query string and use the FKS data struture for an exat searh toverify that the query is within Hamming distane 1 of a string in S.Let N(S) denote the set of all strings at Hamming distane one of a stringin S. Note that jN(S)j � mn. For any string x 2 N(S), we denote by index(x),the position of the bit that was ipped in a string from S to obtain x. If thereis more than one hoie for index(x), we hoose one arbitrarily.
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